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(Cullen, 1960a), the high flight of Sooties is very similar to that described
by Cullen for the Arctic Tern.

Aerial displays are most common in early morning and from 15:00
to 19:00. Most occurred early in the breeding season in April but I also
saw some in May, June, and July when they may have been given by
late arriving adults or renesters. Unfortunately I did not see the events
on the ground that preceded the high flight.

The function of the high flight is not known, but Cullen (1960a)
suggests that it may be part of pair formation. If so, perhaps the high
flights late in the nesting season involve subadults. As Sooties as young
as 3 years old visit Bush Key late in the nesting season but probably
do not breed for several years, perhaps they pair a year or more before
they first breed. It is not known how long Sooty Tern pair bonds last
but it would not surprise me if the same birds pair in successive years.
Such an extended "engagement" period is known for another long-
lived pelagic species, the Laysan Albatross (Diomedea immutabilis)
(Fisher and Fisher, 1969). Moynihan (1962) saw many aerial displays
by Brown Noddies and Inca Terns (Larosterna inca) late in the nest-
ing season, and suggests that at least in the Inca Tern these may have
been young birds pairing. Brown Noddies at Bush Key also commonly
give aerial displays late in the nesting season.

GROUND ACTIVITIES

PARADE. - Once the birds landed and stopped the almost continuous
panicking, displays on the ground began. The most conspicuous ground
display of Sooty Terns is the parade in which the tern assumes a distinct
posture and displays to other birds by prancing rapidly with short, quick
steps. A bird may prance toward, in front of, or around another tern;
or two may prance together, moving parallel to each other. Palmer
(1941) describes a similar display in the Common Tern (Sterna hirundo)
and says it takes two different forms, each with a different motivation.
Although I saw these two forms in Sooties, I saw much variation in
posture between the two extremes.

In the parade posture, a Sooty extends its head and neck far for-
ward, often sleeking the feathers. The wings are usually held well away
from the body, particularly at the carpals, and are sometimes lowered
until they drag on the ground (Figure 3). Occasionally the wings are
held tight against the bird's sides. Usually the tail is tilted upward and
often the tips of the primaries cross under the base of the tail.

If the bill is pointed upward, it is called the erect posture and Palmer
(1941) says the display shows submission. Sooties may point the bill
horizontally or slightly above horizontal, but they seldom point it
straight up as some other terns do. Sooties also tilt their head to the
side, especially when displaying with or to another bird. Then they tip
their head away from the other individual but seem to lean the body
even more toward it so that the near wing often drags on the ground.


